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O lo No :53/ADC lv M / o &A I 2072- 23

BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE:

Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni (D.O.B. 27.O3. 1986),
Aged 35 years, residing at House No.414625, Taiyebi Strect, Zarnpa
Bazar, Surat City, Gujarat - 395003 (herein after referrcd to as
"the passenger/noticee"), holding an Indian Passport No.UU9092B4,
had arrived at Terminal 2 of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel International
Airport, Ahmedabad from Dubai by SpiceJet Flight No. SG-717 on
29 .12.202I. On the basis of suspicion that the passenger was
carrying contraband/dutiable goods, he was intercepted by the
Officers of Customs, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel International
Airport, Ahmedabad (herein after referred to as "SVPIA'), when he
was moving out of the Arrival Ha1l of Terminal 2 of SVPI Airport after
opting for the green channel without making declaration to the
customs authority. His personal search and examination of his
baggage was conducted by the SVPIA Customs Officers in thc:
presence of the panchas.

02. The passenger was carrying three Trolley Bags (Check-in
Baggage) and one Hand Bag. A11 the baggage of the passenger were
opened in the presence of Panchas as well as the passenger and on
being checked, the following dutiable / prohibited goods, that were
not declared but found in three trolley bags during the course of
examination, listed as under.

sL.
NO

NAME OF ITEM QTY UNIT
PRICE

IIN

TOTAL
VALUE
IIN RS.I

1 GAT SPORT CAFFBINE DIETARY
SUPPLEMENT

26 I 000 26000

2 GAT SPORT TRIBULUS DIETARY
SUPPLEMENT

16 2000 32000

3 GAT SPORT LIVBR CLEANSE
DIETARY SUPPLEMENT

t9 I 900

4 NOW ZINC IMMUNE SUPPORT
TABLETS 50 MG

24 2000

5 NOW METHYL B-12 5000 mcg
TABLBTS

l2 1 300 1 5600

6 NOW TRI-CHROMIUM 500 mcg
TABLETS

7 1 100 7700

7 N5 CHANEL PARIS PERFUMtr 1OO 72 16000 1 152000
B LA YUQAWAMPGL RASASI PERFUME

75 ML
6 7500 45000

9 HEETS CIGAREETTES (SMALL) 2OO
PIECES 1800 20

36000

10 RONNIE COLEMAN BCCA 2: 1 :\
POWDER

B 2100

3U0011 NO-XPLODB LEGENDARY PRE-
WORKOUT DIETARY SUPPLEMENT

t4

l2 RONNIE COLEMAN YEAH BUDDY
PRE-WORKOUT ENERGY POWDER

u 2300 i8400

13 RONNIE COLEMAN YEAH BUDDY
EXTREME ENERGY PRE.WORKOUT
SOUR BERRY POWDER

+ 2300 9200

74
GATSPORT NITRAFLEX DIBTARY
SUPPLEMENT t2 2000 24000

36100

48000

16800

53200

F. No: Vlll,/10-22/SVP|A-/a&AlHU2022-23
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15

t6

GATSPOR| FLFX)C EAAS HYDRATION
DIE"IARY SUPPLEMENT

20 2800 56000

M E*IHYLDRENB EPHEDRA DISTARY
SUPPLEMENT

48 2250 108000

t7 MHP )GEL DIURETIC DiE*TARY
SUPPI,EMENT

36 3000 108000

1u NUTREX LIPO6 BI-ACK NIGHTIME ULTRA
CONCENTRATE DIETARY S UPPLEM ENT

6 5500 33000

t9 NUTREX LIPO6 BLACK HERS
NIGFITTME WIRA CONCENTRATE
DIETARY SUPPLBMENT

24 2900 69600

20 MFIP T-BOMB 3XTRBME DIE"TARY
SUPPLEMENT

t2 4750 57000

2t 'IROI,LEY BAGS IPACKING MATERIAL) J

TOTAL 195 1 600

3. The above said dutiable/prohibited goods/items which includes
Dietary Supplements, Perfumes and Cigarettes in commercial quantity,
totally valued at Rs. 19,51,6001- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Fifty One
Thousand and Six Hundred Onty) had not been declared before the
Customs on his arrival at the SVP Internationai Airport, Ahmedabad and
was concealed in his baggage with an intent to evade Customs duty and
smuggled into India. Further, the said goods were not bonafide baggage
within the ambit of Baggage Rule, 2016, in the reasonable belief that the
said goods are liable f<lr confiscation under Section 11 1 of the Customs
Act, 1962, they were placed under seizure vide panchnama dated
29.12.2021 and seizure memo/ order dated 29.72.2021.

4. A statement of Shri Faruqmahmad Guiammahmad Soni was recorded
undcr Section 108 of the Customs Act, 1962, before the Superintendent
of Customs, SVP, International Airport, Ahmedabad on 29.72.2021, wherein
he interal.ia stated that;

r he has studied upto 10th standard and read, write and speak
Gujarati and Hindi language. He can also able to read and
understand English language;

r he was worked in Hathway Broadband Surat, an Internet Service
Provider, as a Field Sales Executive;

r he had gone through the Pernchnama dated 29.12.2021 drawn at SVPI
Airport, Ahmedabad and confirmed the facts narrated in the
Panchnama to be true and correct;

r he had travelled to Dubai on 25.12.2021 from Ahmedabad and
returned on 29.12.2021;

r his friends advised him to brought Dietary Supplements, Perfumes
and Cigarettes in commercial quantity from Dubai to sell in the local
market.

. on his arrival at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad at Terrninal 2
on 29.12.2027, he had opted for Green Channel clearance in
Customs zrnd had not declared any dutiable/ declarable/ restricted/
prohibited items in his possession before the Customs at SVPI Airport;

r he was intercepted by the officers of Customs, SVPI
Airport, Ahmedabad and scanned the three trolley bags and one
hand bag in the X-ray Bag Inspection Machine (X-BIS) installed at the
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Arriva-l Ha-ll al Terminal -2
presence of the panchas.

of SVPI Airport Ahmedabad in the

o during the scanning of his baggage, suspicious imagcs werc
noticed by the officers.

. on opening of the baggage, the item as mentioned at Table
appended para 'supra' were recovered from his baggage and l-re

admitted the same and further stated that value of itcms brought is
estimated to be Rs. 19,51,6001- and agreed with the valuation of
goods which is found true to the best of his knowledge. The market
value was also taken and verified from websites and the prices
were nearly approximated to the value as claimed by the passcnger.

r he was also fully aware that he was carrying items in
commercial quantity which was required to be declarcd before the
Customs on arrival at SVP International Airport Ahmedabad and
to pay appropriate Customs Duty; that he was aware that
bonafide passenger can carry goods upto Rs. 50,000/- as duty free
baggage allowance on house hold things of personal effect. Despitc:
knowing the facts, he intentionally brought these items without
declaring with the Customs to evade Customs Duty and smuggle the
goods into India.

r he further stated that his friends namely Irfan, .Iaved, Abid,
Faisal and Muzzo all resided at Surat gave him money for purchase of
the seized goods/items (as detaiied in Annexure 'A' to panchnama dated
29.12.2021). They had sent money through hawala channeis to Dubai
which was paid directly to the shops from where he had purchased
the above said goods. The goods were delivered by the shopkeepers to
him on the advice of his said friends.

. on reaching Ahmedabad and after getting it cleared, he had to go

to Surat. Once he reaches Surat, he was to handover the goods to his
said friends for sale in 1ocal market;

o he got an amount of Rs. 4O,OOOl- for bringing these goods,
in commercial quantity, without payment of Custom duty.

5. Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni had requested for
waiver of Show Cause Notice vide his letter dated 26.O2.2O22. Tht:
passenger further submitted that he was orally explained thc
provisions of Customs Act, 1962 and the Rules and Regulations
made thereunder, Penal Action for contraventions of the Act, Rules
& Regulations that shall be proposed in Show Cause Notice and after
understanding the same very well he had requested for waiver of Show
Cause Notice and Personal Hearing. The Adjudicating Authority acceded his
request for waiver of Show Cause Notice.

PERSONAL HEARING

6. The passenger Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni vide his
letter dated 26.O2.2022 has requested that he do not want any
personal hearing in the matter and requested to take a lenient view
before deciding the case on merits. However, giving natural justice to
passenger, personal hearing was granted on 14.11.2022; 22.11.2022 &
29.17.2022, but passenger himself or his representative remain present
for personal hearing.
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DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS:-

7. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case and the letter
dated 26.O2.2022 of Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni,
wherein, he had requested for waiver of Show Cause Notice. The
passenger also informed that he does not want any personal hearing in
the mattcr and requested to decide the case on merits after taking
lenient view, I, therefore proceed to decide the instant case on the basis
of evidence and documents available on record.

8. The main issue to be decided in the instant case is whether
Dietary Supplements, Perfumes and Cigarettes as detailed in
Annexure 'A' to Panchnama dated 29.72.2021 and table given
hereinabove in preceding paras recovered from the passenger which was
seized vide said panchnama drawn on 29.72.2O21 and seizure memo
/ order dated 29.12.2O2 1 is 1iab1e for confiscation and whether the
passenger is liable for penalty under Section 712 of the Customs Act,
1962.

9. Brief of the issue is that, a case of attempt to smuggle
dutiable / prohibited goods i.e. Dietary Supplements, Perfumes and
Cigarettes as detailed in Annexure 'A' to Panchnama dated
29.12.2021 of total valued at Rs. 19,51,600 l- was booked on
29.12.2027 against Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni, who
came by SpiceJet Flight No. SG-717 from Dubai to Ahmedabad on
29.12.2O21. The recovered goods from Shri Faruqmahmad
Gulammahmad Soni on his arrival at Ahmedabad Airport from
Dubai, was placed under seizure under the provisions of Section 110 of
Customs Act, 1962 vide Panchnama dated 29.12.2021 under a
reasonable belief that the subject goods was brought in commercial
quantity not declared by the passenger and attempted to be smuggled
in to India, therefore, it is 1iab1e for confiscation under Sections 111(d),
1 1 1(i), 1 1 1(1) & 1 1 1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 and Shri
Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni is liable for penal action under
Section 112 (a) & (b) of Customs Act, 1962.

1O. The passenger was orally explained the provisions of
Customs Act, 1962 and the Rules and Regulations made
thereunder, Penal Action for contraventions of the Act, Rules &
Regulations including provisions of Sections 11 1 of the Act and Penal
provision required to be imposed upon him under Sections 112 of t}re
Act that shall be proposed in Show Cause Notice. After
understanding the contravention of the Customs Act, 1962 and
Rules & Regulations made thereunder that shall be proposed in Show
Cause Notice, the passenger vide his letter dated 26.O2.2022 requested
for waiver of Show Cause Notice and Personal Hearing. The
Adjudicating Authority acceded his request for waiver of Show Cause
Notice and Personal Hearing.

l. 1. i find that the Panchnama dated 29.12.2O2L clearly
draws out the fact that Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni was
intercepted by the officers of SVPIA on suspicion for scanning and
examination of his baggage, when he was passing and was about to
exit by opting green channel exit. As per the Panchnama, the
SVPIA officers had asked the passenger as to whether he has anything
to declare to Customs. However, the passenger had denied having
anything declarable with him. During the scanning of the baggage
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of the passenger, suspicious images were noticed in all the three
check-in trolley bags, which showed that there might be some
contraband goods or commercial quantity items in the said checked-in
baggage.

L2. The passenger was therefore asked for detailed examination of
the goods for which he had given his consent. The SVPIA officcrs
found the dutiable I prohibited goods in commercial quantity
only after detail examination of check in-baggage of the passenger. I
find that the whole process of detection and recovery of dutiable I
prohibited goods was carried out in the presence of the passenger as
well as the panchas. Based on these facts and circumstances, said
dutiable / prohibited goods of total valued at Rs. 19,5 1 ,600 I -
recovered from the passenger was piaced under seizure under Section
110 of Custom Act, 7962 vide Panchnama dated 29.I2.2021 and the
same is found to be legally in order. The passenger had accepted thc
correctness of the panchnama in his deposition dated 29.12.2021. I

find that the passenger has neither questioned the manner of the
panchnama proceedings at the material time nor controverted
the facts detailed in the panchnama during the course of recording
his statement. Further, every procedure conducted during the
panchnama by the Officers is well documented and is made in the
presence of the panchas as well as the passenger. Therefore, it is
conclusively established that the passenger had not voluntarily come
forward to declare to the Customs about possession of dutiable I
prohibited goods in commercial quantity and it came to light only after
the AIU officers intercepted the passenger while passing through the Green
Channel and thereafter on detailed scanning and screening of his
checked-in-baggage and hand Bag on being specifically asked for the same.
This act of the passenger establishes his mensrea beyond doubt to
evade the payment of Customs duty leviable thereon.

13. Further, I also find that the passenger has admitted that he had
brought the goods (as per Annexure-A appended with the
panchnama dated 29 .12.2021) in commercial quantity and for
commercial purpose and he had not declared the same to thc Customs
authorities. The passenger had not filed the baggage declaration form and
had not declared the said goods which was in his possession, as
envisaged under Section 77 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with the
Baggage Rules, 2076, Regulation 3 of Customs Baggage Declaration
Regulations, 2013 and Rule 11 of Foreign Trade Regulation Rules 1993.
Therefore, the improperly imported goods in commerciai quantity in
baggage by the passenger without declaring to the Customs on arrival in
India cannot be treated as bonafide household goods or personal effects
that can be normally imported by an eligible passenger. Further, in so far
as the free allowance is concerned. I find that only if the import articles arc
for use of the passenger or his family or is a bonafide gift or souvenir, thc
passenger is entitled for the concession under the Baggage Ru1es. If the
goods are brought for commercial purpose with the intention to sell it, is not
allowed free of duty and it will also not be eligible for free allowance of Rs.

50,000 /-. In the present case, the passenger admitted that they had
purchased the seized goods with a view to sell in iocal market and are in
commercial quantity and hence, they are not considered as bonafide
baggage. I also find that, any goods brought / imported for
commercial purpose for profit, gain or commercial usage makes
such imported goods as "restricted goods".
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L4. I find that the seizure of said impugned various goods viz. dietary
supplements, perfumes, cigarettes which are in commercial quantities
was made under the provisions of Customs Act,7962 on a reasonable belief
that the impugned goods are smuggled into India with an intention to evade
duty and hence liable for confiscation.

15. I noticed that as per the Appended annexure to the panchnama
dated 29.12.2021 various dietary supplements which are in commercial
quantity have been seized and the passenger was unable to produce any
documents viz. invoice or any license for importation of dietary
supplements, thus I find that these dietary supplements are in
commercial quantity and are restricted in nature and liable for absolute
confiscation under Section 111 of the Customs Act, 7962.

16. I further noticed that as per the Appended annexure perfumes,
Cigarettes, etc. which are in commercial quantity have been seized, I
also find that the passenger was unable to produce any documents
with regard to its purchase, thus I find that these goods are in
commercial quantity apart from bonafide baggage and liable for
absolute confiscation under the provisions of Sections 111(d), 111(i)

111 (1) & 111 (m) of the Customs Act, 1962.

L7. The passenger in his statement dated 29.L2.2027 admitted
that the recovered goods were purchased by him in Dubai for his
friends stayed in Surat and finance for the said purchase was also

managed by said friends residing in Surat. On advice of the said
friends, he carried the said goods to India for delivery of the same to
them in Surat who promised him to pay Rs. 40,000 l- on its successful

delivery. Thus, it is clear that the passenger has concerned himself
with carrying, removing, keeping, concealing and dealing with the

smuggled goods which he knows very well and has reason to believe that
the same are liable for confiscation under Section 1 1 I of the Customs
Act, 1962. Further, the passenger has brought the, goods in
commercial quantity/ restricted goods in his baggage. I therefore
find that the passenger has committed an offence of the nature
described in Section 112 (a) & (b) of the Customs Act, 1962 making him
Iiable for penalty under Section ll2(i) of the Customs Act, 1962.

18. In view of the above discussions, I hold that the goods (as per
Annexure-A appended with the Panchnama dated 29.12.2O21)
recovered from the passenger are liable for absolute confiscation under
the provisions of Sections 111(d), 111(i), 111(1) and 111(m) of the

Customs Act, 1962. I also hold that by committing improper import/
smuggling of the said impugned goods in contravention of Customs

Act, 1962 and foreign Trade Laws in force in India, the passenger has

madc themselves liable to penalty under Section 112 of the Customs Act,

t962.

19. In view of above, I pass the following order: -
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ORDER

i) I order absolute confiscation of Dietary Supplements, Perfumes

and Cigarettes (as detailed in Annexure 'A' appended to Panchnama dated

29.72.20211 totally Valued at Rs. 19,51,6001- (Rupees Nineteen lakh

Fifty One Thousand Six Hundred Only) placed under seizure vide

panchanama dated 29 .12.2021 and seizure memo f order dated

29.I2.2021 recovered from Shri Faruqmahmad Guiammahmad Soni

under the provisions of Sections 111(d), 111(i), 111(1) and 111(m) of the

Customs Act, 1962.

ii) I hereby impose a penalty of Rs.8,OO,OOO/- (Rupces
Eight Lakh Only) on Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni under
Section 112(i) of the Customs Act, 1962.

20. This order is issued without prejudice to any other action that may

be taken in respect of the goods in question and f or agannst the person

concerned or any other person, if found involved, under the provisions of

the Customs Act, 7962 and/or any other law for the time being in force in

India.

q
(Vishal Malani)

Additional Commissioner
Customs, Ahmedabad

\l \y

F. No. VIII I 7o-22l SVPIA/ o &,A I HQ I 2022-23
DIN: 20221 27 1MNOOOO77 7057

Date:09.12.2022

By SPEED POST A.D.
To,
Shri Faruqmahmad Gulammahmad Soni
House No. 4 14625, Taiyebi Street,
Zampa Bazar, Surat City,
Gujarat - 395003

Copy to:-
1) The Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad.
2) The Deputy Commissioner of Customs (AIU), SVPIA, Ahmedabad.
3) The Deputy Commissioner of Customs (Task Force), Ahmedabad.
4) The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, SVPIA, Ahmedabad.
5) The System In-Charge, Customs, HQ., Ahmedabad for uploading on

the official web-site.
6) Guard File
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